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Impact-Echo Signature Analysis (IESA) –
A New Evaluation Procedure for ImpactEcho Data based on Spectrograms
Frank SCHUBERT, Fraunhofer-IZFP, Dresden Branch, Germany

Abstract. A new evaluation procedure for impact-echo data combining time-domain
and frequency-domain analysis is presented. Thereby, normalized spectrograms of
the time-domain signals detected at single measuring points are used as acoustic
fingerprints of the structure and are compared with a reference spectrogram
representing the regular, non-damaged state of the specimen. The corresponding
correlation coefficients are a quantitative measure of the deviation of the actual
measuring point signature from the reference state signature. Since existence and
position of various defects and structural elements are correlated with characteristic
changes in specific time-frequency regions, individual selections of spectrogram
windows allows for a selective correlation analysis. As a result, damage specific
signature plots can be obtained, representing the probability for the existence of a
particular kind of damage or structural element.

1. Introduction
The impact-echo method represents a well-established technique for non-destructive testing
of concrete specimens [1]. A low frequency stress wave is introduced into the structure by a
mechanical impact (e.g. hammer impact or dropping steel balls). Thereby, certain
resonance modes of the concrete structure under investigation are excited. In particular,
thickness modes of vibration are primarily used to identify the back wall or planar flaws.
For that purpose, the time-domain signal of particle displacement or velocity is usually
detected a few cm beside the impact point. Performing an FFT then leads to significant
peaks in the amplitude spectrum which can be associated with the depth of back wall or
flaws if the effective wave speed of compressional waves in the structure is known.
A considerable improvement is obtained if several single point measurements along
a straight line or within a certain scan area are combined to produce an image of the
corresponding spectra [2]. In this case, interpretation of the results is significantly improved
since statistical spreading from one measuring point to another due to locally varying
elastic stiffness and surface conditions doesn’t affect the mean finding in general.
Moreover, geometrical effects caused by scattering and mode conversion of body and
surface waves by lateral boundaries can be easily identified and taken into account in order
to avoid systematic errors in thickness and flaw depth determination, respectively [3].
Previous investigations in the framework of the German collaborative research
project “Nondestructive evaluation of concrete structures using acoustic and electromagnetic methods” (FOR 384, [4]) further revealed that in scanning impact-echo testing,
time-domain and frequency-domain analysis provide complementary information about the
structure under investigation (see figure 1, pictures taken from [3]). These results once
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again raised the important question if impact-echo should be interpreted as a resonance
technique with data evaluation in the frequency domain or rather as an echo technique with
time-domain evaluation.
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Figure 1: Complementary information in time- and frequency-domain B-Scans of impact-echo data obtained
along a 140 cm scan line at the surface of a 25 cm thick concrete specimen with three partly grouted tendon
ducts. Measurement and numerical EFIT simulation [5] show the same qualitative results. Of particular
interest are the reflection hyberbolae in the time-domain caused by scattering of P and S waves by the ducts.
In contrast to the shifted back wall echoes (which result in shifted back wall frequencies) and the echoes
from the lateral boundaries (geometry effects, which result in a characteristic interference pattern in the
frequency-domain [3]), these hyberbolae have no directly visible counterpart in the frequency-domain.

2. Classification and Discussion of Impact-Echo Method
2.1 Time or Frequency Domain ?
In impact-echo (IE) testing of concrete structures, frequencies in the range from f = 5 to
40 kHz are typically used in order to avoid excessively strong scattering and attenuation by
aggregates and air-filled pores [6]. Thus, the wavelengths λ = cP / f (with cP ≈ 4000 m/s) are
in the range between 10 and 80 cm and are comparable with typical dimensions d of the
specimen (λ ≈ d). Therefore, IE testing can be classified between traditional modal analysis
(λ > d) on the one hand and ultrasonic pulse-echo testing (λ < d) on the other hand. In
modal analysis data evaluation is performed in the frequency domain while in pulse-echo
testing time-domain analysis is dominant.
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Therefore, the question from above, if impact-echo is a frequency-domain
resonance technique or a time-domain echo technique cannot be answered precisely. As a
matter of fact impact-echo is situated in-between and covers attributes from both worlds. It
is therefore evident that neither time-domain data evaluation alone nor frequency-domain
evaluation alone fully meets the requirements.
From figure 1 one can see that the remarkable reflection hyberbolae caused by
scattering of P and S waves by the ducts can only be evaluated in the time domain (e.g. by
using synthetic aperture focusing techniques (SAFT, [7-9])), since they have no directly
visible counterpart in the frequency domain. In the latter in turn, the evaluation of shifted
back wall frequencies is more robust and efficient than picking the corresponding multiple
echoes in the time domain. As a consequence, a procedure that combines time- and
frequency-domain information in one single step would be a strong candidate for a well
adapted evaluation technique for impact-echo data.
2.2 A Loss of 93% and 179°
Traditional impact-echo testing uses multiple reflections of the compressional wave by
performing a standard FFT of the time-domain signal and associating specific thickness
modes in the spectrum with the depth of back wall or planar flaws. Shear- and Rayleigh
wave information in the signals is completely neglected in general. It can be expected that
the majority of impact-echo users worldwide is not aware of the fact that about 93% of the
acoustic energy introduced by the mechanical impact is not transferred to the compressional
P wave to be evaluated (only about 7% !) but is rather introduced into the Rayleigh wave
guided along the surface (67%) as well as into the shear wave obliquely radiated into the
volume of the specimen (26%) [10].
Frequency-domain evaluation further means that only periodically arriving wave
fronts will significantly contribute to the final result. In most practical cases where
measurement surface and back wall or flaw are parallel to each other, this means that only
P waves radiated in forward direction (normal incidence) and multiple reflections between
measurement surface and back wall or flaw are utilized. The remaining angles of incidence
and all non-periodic one-time echoes are nearly completely lost for evaluation.
Considering figure 1 it is out of all reason why the reflection hyperbolae in the timedomain which carry the most relevant information about location and grouting condition of
a tendon duct are neglected and only an indirect detection of the ducts by identifying
shifted back wall frequencies in the spectrum is used in traditional impact-echo testing.
Instead a maximum of available echoes, multiple or not, arriving from all possible
directions, should be used for evaluation. In the next chapter such a new evaluation
procedure based on spectrograms is proposed. It eliminates some of the inconsistencies of
traditional impact-echo analysis as mentioned above and offers a number of interesting new
features for producing damage-specific signature plots.
3. Impact-Echo Signature Analysis (IESA)
3.1 Synthetic Impact-Echo Data
In various fields of science (seismics in particular) synthetic data sets produced by
numerical modelling techniques like Finite Element, Finite Difference or Finite Integration
Techniques have proven to be ideally suited to develop, test and optimize new evaluation
procedures. Systematic parameter studies under well controlled conditions can reveal the
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physical soundness of a new method and its stability and efficiency in the presence of noise
still before it is applied to real data from field measurements.
In the framework of the German collaborative research project “Non-destructive
evaluation of concrete structures using acoustic and electro-magnetic methods” powerful
numerical tools for the simulation of entire impact-echo tests at 3-D concrete models under
very realistic conditions have been developed [3]. These calculations can be performed on
ordinary PCs’ within reasonable computation times and typically incorporate steel
reinforcement, tendon ducts, voids, gravel pockets and even aggregates and air-filled pores
if necessary.
Figures 2 and 3 exemplary show the simulation of an impact-echo measurement at a
steel-reinforced concrete specimen of size 2 × 1.5 × 0.5 m³. The sample is modelled
according to a real concrete structure of BAM and contains two-sided steel reinforcement
with varying mesh size, a partly grouted tendon duct and various inclusions of expanded
polystyrene to model cavities of different size.
The wave front pictures, produced by a 3-D volume renderer [11], represent the
absolute value of the particle velocity vector using a linear colour scale (here transformed
to grey scale for publication). They show all the relevant features of the elastic wave field
as produced by a mechanical impact on the top surface of the specimen, i.e. hemispherical
P and S body waves as well as the circular Rayleigh wave propagating outwards along the
surfaces of the specimen. Also reflection, forward scattering, and mode conversion at the
edges of the sample are incorporated naturally. The numerical results impressively confirm
the facts discussed in chapter 2, namely that i) the main part of acoustic energy is
transferred to Rayleigh and shear waves, and ii) the well-defined shear wave should carry
important echo information from angular directions (e.g. from tendon ducts lying sideways
of impact and detection point).
In [12] the calculated wave fields at the surfaces of the specimen are compared with
experimental measurements performed at BAM using an automated mechanical scanning
system. The qualitative agreement was found to be excellent. Therefore, the numerical
simulations can be seen as an ideal initial test bed for the new evaluation approach. In the
following sections, synthetic data from simulations as shown in figures 1-3 were used to
demonstrate the main principle of the new evaluation procedure.
3.2 Spectrograms as Time-Frequency Representations of Impact-Echo Waveforms
The key idea of the IESA technique is to use time-frequency representations (spectrograms)
of impact-echo waveforms as acoustic fingerprints of the specimen at individual measuring
points. These spectrograms can be generated by short-time or windowed FFT (WFFT), by
continuous wavelet transformation (CWT), or alternatively by other time-frequency
transformations like the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT, [13]) for example.
In Figure 4, CWT-based spectrograms of three impact-echo waveforms obtained at
the model from figure 1 are shown. In the present case only the real part of the
transformation is given. The first two spectrograms correspond to the signal obtained at the
position of a tendon duct. While the first duct was perfectly grouted by mortar and steel
strands, the second duct was ungrouted. At the third position no duct was present. Besides
the impact signal, multiple echoes from the back wall at about 8 kHz can be identified in
each case. Moreover, direct echoes from the ducts as well as reflections from the lateral
boundaries (geometry effects) can be observed. As can be seen from the figures, the
spectrograms show significant differences in specific time-frequency regions and thus, can
obviously serve as sensitive acoustic fingerprints indicating the presence and grouting
condition of a duct.
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Figure 2: 3-D EFIT simulation of the elastic wave field produced by a mechanical impact on the top surface
of a 2 × 1.5 × 0.5 m³ concrete structure with steel reinforcement, a partly grouted tendon duct, and polystyrene
inclusions. The main part of acoustic energy is transferred to the Rayleigh wave which spreads out circularly
along the surfaces of the sample. At the edges reflection, forward scattering, and mode conversion occurs.
The model consists of about 5 million grid cells with 45 million unknowns.
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Figure 3: Detailed view of the rear part of the model shown in figure 2. In the Y/Z cross section the
hemispherical P and S wave in the volume as well as the Rayleigh wave propagating outwards along the
surface can be identified. The latter has a penetration depth similar to its main wavelength, i.e. approximately
12 cm in this case.
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Figure 4: Time-frequency representations (spectrograms) of three impact-echo waveforms obtained by
continuous wavelet transform (real part only). In specific regions the spectrograms show significant
differences and can therefore serve as sensitive acoustic fingerprints indicating presence and grouting
condition of a tendon duct.

3.3 Correlation Coefficients
Having access to all impact-echo waveforms obtained along a scan line or a scan area we
first define a so-called reference spectrogram by averaging the normalized time-frequency
representations over the entire scan aperture. This initial normalization of the spectrograms
before building the reference spectrogram is done to compensate for the amplitude
fluctuations of the impact device from one measuring point to another. In a second step we
quantitatively compare each individual spectrogram with the reference one by calculating a
scalar correlation coefficient.
Let X = {xi} with i = 1,…,N be the list of pixel amplitudes of the reference
spectrogram and Y j = { y ij } with i = 1,…,N the list of pixel amplitudes of an individual
(normalized) spectrogram obtained at a specific measuring point j within the scan aperture.
If we use the well-known correlation according to Pearson we obtain for the correlation
coefficient:
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where Cov and Var represent covariance and variance, and x = N -1∑xi and y j = N -1∑ y ij are
the arithmetic means of X and Y j, respectively. C jXY is a measure for the degree of
interdependence between the values of X and Y j or more precisely, it describes the
precision of a linear relationship between the two lists. If the two spectrograms are
identical, then C jXY is equal to ±1. If there is absolutely no linear relationship between
them, then C jXY = 0.
Since a flaw or a structural element inside the concrete specimen under test will
normally lead to a local acoustic variation with regard to a mean reference background it
can be expected, that correlation coefficients according to equation (1) will undergo a
significant change in the vicinity of the scatterers. Plotting the individual correlation
coefficients along the scan aperture will then lead to a correlation diagram or correlogram
indicating presence and, hopefully, also the type of scatterers.
In principle it is also possible to define the reference spectrogram by choosing an
individual measuring point where demonstrably no scatterers are present. However such
kind of a-priori knowledge is not available in general and is susceptible to
misinterpretations since it is based on a single waveform only. Besides the Pearson
correlation coefficient as given by equation (1), other correlation coefficients are also
available. However, their discussion is beyond the scope of the present paper.

3.4 Numerical Results
In the following figures 5-8, various numerical results obtained along a scan line across
three tendon ducts are given. They are based on WFFT spectrograms and the correlation
coefficient according to Pearson.
In figure 5 the results of impact-echo testing along a 200 cm scan line obtained at a
25 cm thick concrete plate with three ungrouted tendon ducts are given. For a better
comparison time- and frequency-domain B-Scans are also presented. In the frequencydomain B-Scan all three ducts can be identified by a significant drop of the back wall
frequency while in the time-domain B-Scan the echo hyperbolae of the ducts are clearly
visible. The Pearson correlogram indicates the exact location of the ducts by three
significant peaks in the correlation curve. Height and full width at half maximum of the
peaks seem to correlate well with the depth of the duct. The lowest correlation coefficients
are obtained at the lateral boundaries of the specimen where waveform and spectrum are
significantly different.
Figure 6 shows the same situation except for the duct on the left, which is grouted
with mortar and steel strands in this case. The other two ducts remained ungrouted. This
problem is of specific interest since the grouted duct is only visible in the time domain (by
its echo hyperbola) but not in the frequency domain since it produces no significant shift of
the back wall frequency (see white circle in figure 6). The latter is explained by the fact that
some parts of the wave are diffracted around the duct (which means a lower effective wave
speed) while other parts are moving through the duct and the steel strands, in particular
(which means a higher effective wave speed). As a result both contributions cancel out each
other resulting in a more or less unmodified wave speed and back wall frequency,
respectively. Therefore, the duct is nearly invisible for traditional impact-echo data
8

evaluation. As can be seen from the Pearson correlogram in figure 6, the IESA method
clearly shows the presence of the grouted duct since it takes advantage of both, time- and
frequency-domain information.
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Figure 5: IESA result of impact-echo testing along a 200 cm scan line obtained at a 25 cm thick concrete
plate with three ungrouted tendon ducts. For better comparison time- and frequency-domain B-Scans are also
given. The Pearson correlogram clearly indicates the exact location of the ducts by three significant peaks in
the correlation curve. Height and full width at half maximum seem to be indicators for the depth of the duct.
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Figure 6: IESA result of impact-echo testing along a 200 cm scan line obtained at a 25 cm thick concrete
plate with three tendon ducts. In contrast to figure 5, the duct on the left is grouted with mortar and steel
strands. While not identifiable in the frequency-domain B-Scan (no shift of back wall frequency), it is clearly
displayed in the Pearson correlogram.

3.5 Selective Correlation Analysis
The results from above show that grouted and ungrouted tendon ducts produce similar
correlation peaks in the correlogram although their time-frequency behaviour seems to be
significantly different from each other. In figure 7 the reference spectrogram, the
spectrogram at the position of the duct (at x = 46 cm) as well as the difference between
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both spectrograms is given for the case of an ungrouted duct (left column) and a grouted
duct (right column) according to the results in figures 5 and 6, respectively. Size and depth
of the ducts are the same in each case.
Left duct ungrouted

Left duct grouted with
mortar and steel strands
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Spectrogram at duct position

Difference of Spectrograms
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Figure 7: Comparison of reference spectrogram and spectrogram obtained at the duct position for the case of
an ungrouted tendon duct (left column) and a duct grouted with mortar and steel strands (right column). The
comparison reveals significant differences between both cases, therefore offering the possibility for a
selective correlation analysis by restricting the calculation of the correlation coefficient to specific timefrequency windows or regions with opposite sign in the difference spectrogram.

The first row in figure 7 shows the reference spectrograms for the two cases. They are very
similar to each other and are dominated by the direct impact signal and the back wall
frequency at about 8 kHz. The spectrograms at the duct position (x = 46 cm, second row)
and especially their difference to the corresponding reference spectrogram (third row) show
that there are remarkable differences between the two cases, marked by the three
rectangles.
Rectangle 2 represents a horizontal structure correlated with changes of the back
wall echoes. Obviously, the ungrouted duct strongly influences these back wall
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contributions while the grouted duct does not. In rectangle 1, three well-defined regions can
be identified at early times for both ducts but their sign is interchanged in each case. This is
obviously caused by the fact that the ungrouted duct has a lower acoustic impedance while
the grouted duct (steels strands!) has a higher acoustic impedance as the surrounding
concrete matrix. Therefore, the sign of the reflected echo signals is reversed. Finally, in
rectangle 3 a local spot can be observed in the difference spectrogram of the grouted duct
which is absent in the case of the ungrouted duct. The reason for this indication is unclear
but seems to be correlated with reflections from the lateral boundary on the left.
The results in figure 7 show that within the IESA framework it should be possible in
principle to produce damage-specific signature plots by restricting the calculation of the
correlation coefficient from equation (1) to specific time-frequency windows of the
spectrogram or to regions with a special relationship between the signs of amplitudes in the
difference spectrogram. Although the spectrograms are ideally suited for classification
purposes it seems that building a database of damage-specific acoustic signatures will not
be an easy task because each concrete structure differs in thickness and composition even
when it contains the same kind of structural elements or defects. However, based on the
paradigm of a feature selective correlation analysis as explained above there seems to be a
lot of room for further improvements and future investigations seem to be worthwhile.

3.6 Dealing with noisy data
In this last section we investigate how the IESA method performs on noisy data, which is a
crucial point in concrete NDE in general and for the impact-echo method in particular. To
model realistic noise we additionally incorporated porosity (by air-filled pores with size in
the mm range) into the numerical EFIT model from figure 1. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio
is decreased due to scattering and moreover, a number of mismeasurements is produced in
cases where a cavity is placed very close to the impact and/or detection point.
In the frequency-domain B-Scans in figure 8 these mismeasurements are indicated
by dark vertical lines (this result represents a surprisingly good agreement with
experimental findings, see e.g. [3]). At these positions the correlation coefficient drops to a
lower value. However, such a drop is significantly different from other peaks in the
correlogram since it is restricted to one single measuring point only, while an indication of
a tendon duct for example covers a number of measuring points including a well-defined
rise and decay of the peak. This fact allows for an automatic detection and deletion of
mismeasurements by comparing their correlation coefficient with the coefficients of the
neighbouring measuring points. In figure 8 the strongest mismeasurements are already
eliminated in the corresponding correlograms. For reasons of better representation their
amplitudes were replaced by the average of the two neighbouring values.
In figure 8 the results for two degrees of porosity are given, namely for 1.5% (left
column) and for 3.0% (right column). Even with high porosity the two outer ducts can be
clearly identified. However, the duct in the middle (with largest depth) sinks beneath the
noise level and can only be seen in outlines. At least in the second case (3.0% porosity) this
duct position is directly influenced by a mismeasurement which additionally complicates
the detection of the duct. It is expected that neglecting the mismeasurements during
generation of the reference spectrogram (not done here) would lead to a further improved
signal-to-noise ratio.
In any case it can be summarized that the IESA results are relatively robust against
noisy data since only the general noise level in the correlogram is slightly increased while
the peak amplitudes remain more or less constant (compare with figure 5).
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1.5% Porosity

3.0% Porosity

Figure 8: Effect of noisy data on the IESA results (last row). The frequency-domain (first row) and timedomain B-Scans (second row) are also given. The left column corresponds to a concrete porosity of 1.5%,
the right column to a porosity of 3.0%. After automatic elimination of the strongest mismeasurements the
two outer ducts can still be identified while the duct in the middle sinks beneath the noise level. It can only
be seen in outlines.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

In the present paper a new evaluation procedure for impact-echo data based on
spectrograms has been proposed. For each measuring point a scalar correlation coefficient
is calculated being a measure of the similarity between the local acoustic signature and a
reference signature representing the average of the whole scan aperture or alternatively, a
damage-free position.
The preliminary results showed that the IESA procedure is very sensitive to local
changes of acoustic signature in the vicinity of scatterers. Therefore, it seems to be an ideal
extension to traditional evaluation procedures which are based on stationary reflections or
resonances by planar-expanded flaws. The main advantages of the IESA method can be
summarized as follows:
•
•

Evaluation of time- and frequency-domain information in one single step
Utilization of periodic and non-periodic (i.e. one-way) contributions
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feature extraction without need of any a-priori knowledge (no back wall frequency
or reflection hyperbola has to be identified in advance)
High sensitivity for local changes in acoustic signature
Sum-up of any changes within the whole time-frequency region of interest,
irrespective of available physical interpretation
Well-suited for automatic data evaluation along large scan areas (e.g.
determination of reduced thickness in the inner shell of concrete tunnels)
Robustness against noisy data
Results are apparently not affected by geometry effects
Allows feature-selective or damage-selective signature plots
Allows classification of impact-echo waveforms in connection with an acoustic
signature database

The main goal of ongoing research is to answer the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the optimal normalization procedure for spectrograms in the presence of
noisy data and mismeasurements ?
What is the ideal time-frequency transform for producing the spectrograms ?
What is the best correlation coefficient to be used ?
Is it possible to identify the kind of scatterer and how ?
Is it possible to define general time-frequency templates in order to selectively
search for a specific kind of scatterer in different concrete specimens ?
How could a classification database be realized in practice ?

At the moment the IESA method is tested with experimental data from BAM. The results
will be published elsewhere.
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